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ACTION Newsletter 4. March 2018
The ACTION project (Aggression in Children: Unraveling gene-environment interplay to inform Treatment
and InterventiON strategies), funded by the European commission (FP7/2007-2013), under grant
agreement no 602768, brings together a team from academia and the industry. The main objective of
ACTION is to improve the understanding of the causes of individual differences in aggression among
children.
Three of the projects described in this newsletter have come together, shared their data and conducted
joint analyses to further the understanding of etiological mechanisms behind aggression and the
consequences of aggression. What is rarely recognized in these joint efforts is the logistics behind them. In
this editorial we will here list a few of the many impediments these endeavours may encounter. First, in
collaborative projects the researcher in charge must be accustomed to the differences between the
datasets and scales used, for instance “yes” might be denoted by “1” in a sample and by “2” in another.
Second, data sharing inherently involves sending data to another place. For this to be done according to
prevailing rules and regulations (which differ across countries) permission from ethical committees must
be reviewed or sought. The actual sending of the data includes a two-part authentication as well as
encrypted data, thus the researcher in charge needs to be familiar with these procedures. Finally, once the
researcher has conducted the analyses and written them up, he/she needs to get approval from all coauthors. In some cases more than 50 people are involved. The researcher, thus, may need to bring
together 50, sometimes contrasting, suggestions from a plethora of documents. Taken together, the
studies by Vuoksimaa, Malanchini and Nivard discussed in this newsletter, are besides their scientific
quality, remarkable achievements.
Two more studies (Cheng and Cederlöf) take advantage of the population based registries in Sweden. In
the Scandinavian countries all citizens are assigned a personal identification number. This ID-number is
then used in all contacts with all facets of the governing body. Thus it is possible to merge several registers
(in these cases the prescribed drug register and the nation patient register) with the ID-number as a key in
order to obtain data. This procedure is conducted by The National Board of Health and Welfare who also
anonymizes the data.
Finally, the last part of this newsletter includes a joint effort by the University of Cagliari and the Vrije
University of Amsterdam who have created an easy-to use interactive tool that depicts conditions and
traits that co-occur with aggression. A great
benefit of this tool is that it brings together all
aggression data within the ACTION project and
makes it accessible for everyone.

Paul Lichtenstein,
Professor in genetic epidemiology,
Karolinska Institutet

Sebastian Lundström,
Psychologist, PhD,
University of Gothenburg
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Association between aggression and academic performance
Eero Vuoksimaa, University of Helsinki
Higher aggression often is associated with poorer academic performance, but the underpinnings of this
association are not well understood. Levels of aggression differ across age and depend to some extent on
the person who rates the behavior, so it is important to explore the effect of aggression on academic
performance by looking at different ages and different raters, for example when studying children, their
parents and teachers. Academic performance also can be measured either by teacher rated grade point
average or by standardized test scores. In ACTION, we conducted a comprehensive analysis of the
associations between aggression and academic performance in four twin cohorts covering childhood and
adolescent aggression from 7 to 16 years. Academic performance measures were from 12 to 16 years. We
measured aggression with three instruments: Child Behavior Checklist (in The Netherlands),
Multidimensional Peer Nomination Inventory (in Finland) and the Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire
(in Sweden and in the UK).
We found a robust negative association between aggression and academic performance. Those with
higher levels of aggression had poorer academic performance
compared to those with lower levels of aggression. We found great
congruence in the findings in the different countries (despite the
different measurements, ages and raters). We also replicated these
findings in within-family analyses. That is, are within twin pair
differences in aggression are related to within twin pair differences
in academic performance.
Greater childhood/adolescence aggression thus is associated with
poorer school performance which in turn is related to poorer transition from school to work and also a
risk factor for social exclusion. Early aggression prevention and intervention are not only important with
regard to mental health and social life but may be beneficial also for achieving better school performance.
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Pharmacological treatment for aggression and violence: Evidence from
national register-based studies
Zheng Chang, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm
Since the marketing of second-generation antipsychotic (SGA) medications, these medications have been
used increasingly to treat children, adolescents and young adults. Data from the US and several European
countries consistently show a substantial increase in prescriptions of SGA among young people, with
studies reporting a two to six-fold increase in prescriptions over the last decades. Youngsters with a
variety of psychiatric conditions other than psychosis, most often were treated with SGA for disruptive
disorders or aggression. However, we do not know to what extent SGA reduces violent crime; the most
severe and costly form of aggression, in the population. To address this question, we undertook a national
pharmaco-epidemiological study using data from population-based registers in Sweden. We explored the
association between the use of SGA medication and violent crime in Swedish adolescents and young
adults.
We identified 27,115 youngsters aged 15-24 years old in Sweden with at least one dispensed prescription
of SGA from 2006 to 2013. With within-individual analyses we compared the rate of violent crime
between treatment periods and non-treatment periods in the same individual. The first results indicate
that treatment periods with SGA were associated with a moderate reduction in rate of violent crime
(Hazard ratio = 0.90, 95% confidence interval 0.83-0.97). This association is weaker than what has
previously been observed in adults receiving antipsychotics (Hazard ratio = 0.55, 95% confidence interval
0.47-0.64). As violence can be the outcome of multiple mental disorders, further analyses will explore the
associations between SGA and violent crime in individuals with different diagnoses. Because of both
short- and long-term potential side effects from SGA use, health care provides have to carefully weigh the
risks and benefits when treating aggression and violence with SGA.
The next project
Many legal cases linking selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) and violent behavior have been
reported, but empirical research on the association is limited and inconclusive. A recent review showed
that the risk of aggression was doubled in youths taking SSRIs, but there was no significant increase in
adults. In contrast, ecological studies suggest an inverse association between rates of SSRI prescription
and violent crimes. This project aims to investigate the whether SSRI use are associated with increase the
risk of violent crime in Swedish adolescents and young adults. In addition, we will explore whether we can
predict which groups are at high risk of violent crime after initiating SSRI treatment.
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Aggressive behaviour in childhood and adolescence: a role for smoking
during pregnancy
Margherita Malanchini, King’s College London & University of Texas at Austin
Maternal smoking during pregnancy (MSDP) is a major public health concern. Although the incidence of
MSDP has generally been decreasing in the last two decades, in 2010 12.5% of Danish, 16.5% of
Norwegian, 6.9% of Swedish and 15% of Finnish women still reported smoking while pregnant, with an
even higher incidence of MSDP in younger mothers, mothers who were single, and mothers from low
socio-economic backgrounds. As well as being associated with several adverse birth-related outcomes,
including a heightened risk of low birth weight and pre-term delivery, MSDP has been associated with an
increased risk of developmental disorders, psychiatric outcomes, and externalizing behavioural problems
in offspring. It has been argued that socio-demographic factors, such as maternal age and education, or
shared genetic and/or environmental effects, may account for the association between MSDP and
children’s behavioural outcomes. With this study we investigated whether MSDP predicted later
aggressive behaviour in offspring, above and beyond several perinatal risk factors, across four large
population-based European samples.
Participants were members of
four prospective twin cohorts:
Twins Early Development
Study (TEDS), Netherlands
Twin Register (NTR),
Childhood and Adolescent
Twin Study of Sweden
(CATSS), and FinnTwin12
study (FT12); who collaborate
in the EU-ACTION project.
Data from more than 30,500
children and adolescents
were analysed. All cohorts
had collected data on MSDP
and other perinatal variables,
including parental education
and occupation, parental age,
birth weight, and maternal
stress and drinking during
pregnancy.
Data on aggressive behavior
were available in all samples.

Forest plots showing the results of the meta-analyses exploring the effect size of the
association between maternal smoking during pregnancy and offspring’s aggression
after accounting for the confounding effect of other perinatal measures. The central
dot in every line indicates the mean estimate, while the two dots at the extremities of
each line indicate the lower bound and upper bound 95% confidence intervals.
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Because different measures had been adopted across samples and collection waves we created a
harmonized measure of aggression, for four age categories: 9-10; 12; 14-15 and 16-18.
MSDP predicted aggression in childhood and adolescence. A meta-analysis across the four samples found
MSDP to explain 0.4% of the variation. All perinatal factors combined, excluding MSDP, explained 1.2% of
the variance in aggression across all ages and samples. The effects were consistent in males and females.
In order to partly account for the potential confound of exposure to second-hand smoking during
pregnancy and of a shared genetic predisposition for smoking and aggression, we tested whether paternal
smoking and aggressive parenting strategies could account for the association between MSDP and
offspring’s aggression. We found that paternal smoking and aggressive parenting strategies did not
account for the MSDP-aggression association, which is consistent with the hypothesis of a small causal link
between MSDP and aggression.
Thus, we found that the link between MSDP and aggression in offspring was remarkably consistent across
samples, though the effect size of the association was small. Similarly, a small effect was observed for the
association between all other perinatal factors combined and aggressive behavior. This suggests that
perinatal factors have a modest impact in shaping aggressive behavior later in development, and points to
the importance of exploring the role of later experiences. This is part of ACTION’s future research
program.
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Childhood aggression and adverse outcomes in emerging adulthood
Martin Cederlöf, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm
Childhood aggression predicts several adverse outcomes later in life, particularly externalizing problems,
but to some extent also internalizing problems. To date, most studies have been based on small number
of children and it is unclear whether the associations between childhood aggression and subsequent
internalizing problems remain after adjusting for externalizing problems. Therefore, we looked at
information from the Child and Adolescent Twin Study in Sweden (CATSS), which is a longitudinal
population-based twin study. We looked at whether there is an association and we examined the genetic
and environmental contributions to the associations. In CATSS, we examined the association between
childhood aggression (based on eight parent-reported items for 18,649 children) with adverse outcomes
in emerging adulthood identified in Swedish national registers, including rates of clinically diagnosed
mental disorders, prescription of anti-depressant/sedative medications, suicide attempts,
alcohol/substance use disorders, criminal convictions, failure to reach eligibility for high school, and social
welfare support.
We extracted a childhood aggression factor used as the exposure. As outcomes we defined a general
factor as well as two factors reflecting internalizing and externalizing problems, We then examined if
childhood aggression predicted internalizing problems after taking the overlap with externalizing
problems into account. Finally, we examined the genetic and environmental contributions to these
associations using twin modeling.
Childhood aggression predicted all outcomes in emerging adulthood. Furthermore, the childhood
aggression factor was positively associated not only with the general factor and the independent
externalizing factor, but also the independent internalizing factor. That is, the association between the
childhood aggression factor and the internalizing factor remained after adjusting for its overlap with the
externalizing factor.
The twin analyses showed that genetics contributed to the association between childhood aggression and
all three outcome factors, whereas the shared environment seemed to be more important for the
association between childhood aggression and the externalizing problems. The non-shared environment
contributed significantly but marginally to all associations.
Childhood aggression is an important indicator of a host of adversities in emerging adulthood. Prevention
and intervention of aggression at an early age may pay large dividends above and beyond aggressive
behavior as it may also reduce anxiety, depression and several functional outcomes. Also, the twin
analyses suggested that different outcomes might require different treatments.
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Identifying genetic variants related to childhood and adolescent
aggression and symptoms of ADHD
Michel Nivard, Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam
Within the ACTION consortium several cohorts have followed children throughout their development,
starting at very early ages (e.g. 1.5 to 3 years). Regularly parents, teachers or children are invited to fill in
questionnaires which reflect upon the child’s behavior. Among these are questionnaires developed to
measure aggression and aggressive behavior and questionnaires designed to measure symptoms of
ADHD. Previous work in the ACTON consortium, has shown both aggression and symptoms of ADHD to be
heritable, which means that individual differences in aggression are partly attributable to genetic
differences between children. What has as of yet eluded scientist is which genes contribute to aggression.
The ACTION cohorts have over the years genotyped a subset of the children in their studies, measuring
stretches of DNA in the human genome that differ between people. Using the aggression data and the
genotype data each cohort will associate genetic variants with aggressive behavior, the results are
uploaded to a central server and then meta-analyzed across the cohorts. This means that we test whether
the association between a genetic variant and aggression is present in all or most of the cohorts before
we decide the finding is robust and can be used to better understand the causes of aggression.
Our first findings suggest that aggression in childhood genetically correlates to psychopathology and
adverse economic outcomes in adulthood. Aggression as rated by mothers correlates moderately to selfratings and teacher-ratings of aggression. We aim to follow up any findings with biological annotation of
genes identified and to study the evolutionary origins of aggression by taking our genetic findings and
data obtained from ancient genomes obtained from mummies or other old human remains. The data we
generate will enable a perspective on aggression and its comorbidities and evolutionary effects on
childhood aggression.
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An interactive tool shows comorbidities of child aggression with other
childhood psychopathologies
Matteo Mauri, University of Cagliari and Anne Hendriks, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
In this article we shortly describe a joint consortium’s project developed under the coordination of prof.
Bartels, Boomsma and Fanos.
The ACTION consortium maintains an active website, available at http://www.action-euproject.eu.
At this website, the consortium has an interactive tool where it is possible to graphically and numerically
find out how child aggression coexist with other childhood psychopathologies: the tool is available at
http://www.action-euproject.eu/ComorbidityChildAggression.
The results summarized in the
tool are based on comorbidity
analyses carried out in the
ACTION consortium and will
be published in the Journal of
European Child and
Adolescent Psychiatry (ECAP).
The interactive tool can be
browsed by questionnaires
(i.e., A-TAC, CBCL, DCB, SDQ,
MPNI) or by psychopathology
(e.g., ADHD, Autism, ODD,
OCD, Attention problems,
Anxiety, Depression,
Emotional reactivity, Sleep
problems, Social problems,
Rule breaking, Thought
problems).
A screenshot of the “Comorbodity of child aggression” tool

This interactive tool renders it possible to view descriptive statistics in a graphically appealing fashion
suitable for the scientific as well as the non-scientific community.
Since its kick-off in 2014, the ACTION project’s results and outcomes are displayed to a broad public of
researchers and parents on its official website. In addition, the website offers news on events,
publications and presentations that stems from the ACTION consortium and is continuously updated.
Even before publication of the paper, the comorbidity tool was already visited more than 1500 times.
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